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Comprehensive protection
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Endpoint users generate a high volume of sensitive company data.  
Much of this data is held on either employee devices or in Microsoft’s suite  
of Office 365 cloud applications. Regardless of where the data is held, 
protecting it is a top priority for IT. While anti-virus software is essential for 
detecting known threats, many unknown and undetectable threats remain. 
Anti-virus is not designed to help you recover from a ransomware attack. 
And, while Microsoft Office 365 has some disaster recovery tools, it’s also not 
designed to address the most common forms of data loss, like ransomware  
and human error. 

For these persistent and unavoidable threats, businesses need a purpose-
built backup solution. Today, top-performing endpoint protection combines 
robust backup and restore capabilities, for both devices and cloud platforms, 
with additional security features—like legal hold and remote wipe—that 
allow businesses to better control the large volume of data their users and 
applications generate. 

Consider how many identical copies of the same file are shared throughout 
an organization. When duplicate data lands in storage, it needs to be 
deduplicated to avoid storage bloat. But since the data lands in an  
encrypted state, deduplicating it can potentially leave data vulnerable.  
For businesses in regulated industries, this is a dealbreaker.

This guide focuses on how to identify, evaluate and implement endpoint 
backup that delivers on the top priorities for today’s IT professionals.



Endpoint protection myths 

Myth: My endpoint data is secure because  
I have anti-virus software.

Fact: Anti-virus is good at detecting known 
virus signatures, but cybercriminals use  
evasive tactics that help them circumvent  
anti-virus software. Carbonite helps you get 
clean files back if and when an advanced  
threat penetrates your perimeter defense. 

Myth: Online storage is an effective substitute 
for computer backup.

Fact: Online storage is a consumer product that 
is not engineered with the complete feature set 
businesses need to protect their data.

Myth: It’s easy to recover data using the file 
recovery and versioning features that are 
included in Microsoft Office 365 applications.

Fact: Options for recovering individual files or  
performing selective rollback are limited, 
especially outside of the default retention period.

What to look for in endpoint protection 
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What Why

Flexible deployment
Protect all endpoints regardless of geographic location.  
Look for features like single sign-on and Active  
Directory/LDAP synchronization.

Device track/remote wipe
Keep company data out of the hands of cyber criminals and 
hackers. Locate employees and devices during emergencies.

Central management
Manage endpoint protection from a single pane of glass, set and 
manage policies, execute restores, check backup health and 
status, and set alerts.

Global deduplication
Reduce backup-related WAN traffic and backup sizes.  
Shrink storage by eliminating redundant data.

Legal hold 
Lock backups so relevant files cannot be deleted. Look for a 
solution that silently implements this control and continues 
backing up in this state.

Administrative restore
Perform file recovery remotely so users can continue to access 
important files and data.

Self restore
Reduce help desk tickets by giving users the ability to perform 
simple file and folder recovery.

Microsoft Office 365 backup
Microsoft’s backup and retention policies don’t cover common 
forms of data loss, like accidental deletions, file overwriting  
and ransomware.
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Buying tips 

Businesses have a wide range of needs when it comes to protecting endpoints. Regulatory considerations 
demand high levels of security with no compromises, but deploying and enforcing policies for highly 
mobile devices and for Microsoft’s suite of Office 365 cloud applications makes the task of managing 
protection increasingly complex. Carbonite solves many of these issues through the use of advanced 
security features to encrypt, track and secure data at every step in the process so data never exists in an 
unencrypted state. Carbonite also offers a wide range of technology solutions for protecting cloud data 
with the same level of security as your on-site infrastructure.

The Carbonite advantage

Carbonite Endpoint 360 offers advanced endpoint security for distributed workforces. Silent deployment, 
global deduplication and flexible deployment options help protect against data loss without user 
disruption or bandwidth strain. Plus, the ability to back up and selectively recover Office 365 data 
simplifies disaster recovery for IT administrators whose responsibility it is to ensure cloud data remains 
accessible as long as necessary.
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Features and benefits
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To learn how Carbonite Endpoint can help safeguard your company and your 
workforce from data loss and ransomware, start a free, 30-day trial today.   

Contact us to learn more

Data Protection Sales
Phone: +1 (877) 542-8637 
Email: DataProtectionSales@carbonite.com
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Key features and benefits:

• Policy-controlled backups that don’t  
 interfere with end-user productivity

• Flexible deployment options—back up to  
 our cloud, the public cloud or onsite

• Quick, silent and centralized deployment  
 and management

• Powerful global deduplication of AES  
 256-bit encrypted data

• Recover individual items from Office 365,  
 including mailboxes, conversations, projects,  
 tasks, calendars and files.

• Centralized admin restore capabilities and   
 flexible self-service options for end users.

• Optional local cache to manage bandwidth  
 consumption across distributed networks

• Global location tracking, remote wipe (remove  
 data on command) and poison pill (remove data  
 after specified off-line time) 

• Automated backup for Microsoft Office 365  
 in SharePoint Online, Exchange Online,  
 Project Online, OneDrive for Business, Groups,  
 Teams, Planner and Public Folders.


